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Each licence issued by the Passenger Transportation Board (PT Board) sets out the operating area in
which the licensee is permitted to operate. In 2019, the PT Board will receive licence applications from
Transportation Network Services (TNSs) such as Uber and Lyft. Canadian counterparts such as TappCar
and InstaRyde may also apply, as may new firms local to British Columbia.
Decisions will be need to be made on licensed operating areas for TNSs. These decisions will also have
an impact on existing taxi companies licensed for each area.
A previous discussion paper examined operating area issues in this context for Metro Vancouver. This
discussion paper focusses on TNS operating areas for the broader province, including the Capital District
(Victoria and surrounding municipalities), and the smaller communities throughout BC.
This discussion paper builds on the previous analysis. To avoid repetition, some topics will be
summarized only briefly. Greater detail may be found in the previous paper, including discussion of the
history of operating areas in BC, stakeholders in the taxi industry, the private market value of taxi
company license-shares, and the impact of operating area borders on customer service and efficiency.
The previous paper was entitled Discussion Paper; Approaches to Changes in Operating Areas for Taxis
and Transportation Network Services in Metro Vancouver. For convenience, this paper will refer to it as
the Metro Vancouver Discussion Paper.

1 Operating Areas and Current Issues
Do TNSs Need Defined Operating Areas?
Most jurisdictions do not limit the operating area of TNSs. Licensed companies are permitted to operate
throughout the entire jurisdiction. In part, this is because most jurisdictions are municipal. The only
exceptions in Canada are BC and Quebec. Quebec’s regulator is provincial, although it sets regional
operating areas for its taxi companies. Quebec’s new provincial government has introduced new
legislation for licensing TNSs that includes freedom for TNSs to operate throughout the province. The
new Quebec legislation does not propose any change to the existing taxi operating area boundaries.
In the rest of North America, this approach is also common. For example, the state of Massachusetts
had delegated much of taxi regulation authority to the municipal level, but has set state wide rules for
TNS licensing and operation. Massachusetts gives licensed TNSs the right to operate throughout the
state, with no restriction on the total number of TNS vehicles.
We should note that the BC legislative committee examining rideshare has recommended no
restrictions on TNS operating areas in its March 2019 report to this legislature. In conjunction, the
committee also recommended no limit to the number of TNS vehicles.
Traditionally, BC taxi companies are restricted to given operating areas, usually corresponding roughly to
municipal boundaries. This practice for taxis is common throughout the world, although not universal.
Exceptions are discussed in the Metro Vancouver Discussion Paper.
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The practice of limiting operating areas is closely linked to the practice of limiting the total number of
taxis. For example, limiting the number of taxis in one area would be ineffective if taxis from another
area could come in freely. The practice of limiting the number of taxis is common, but controversial.
There are arguments on both sides of the issue, and additional questions over whether the practice
should apply to all vehicles for hire, or just to those who pick up fares hailed from the street.
When introducing TNS regulatory frameworks, the approach of most North American jurisdictions has
been to leave the traditional taxi operating areas untouched

Operating Area Issues and Economic Integration of an Area
When setting an operating area, it is desirable to choose an area large enough that most of the travel by
vehicle for hire is captured within the boundaries. When taxis or TNSs are required to take passengers
out of their licensed home area, the rules force them to return empty. This is termed deadheading. In
addition to the inefficiency, there are customer service issues that may occur as drivers and operators
avoid trips that will result in dead-heading.
An example may be Metro Vancouver. Metro’s economy is largely regionally integrated, spanning the
multiple municipalities within it. Taxi trips requested by passengers often span municipal boundaries
(recalling that TNSs are not yet licensed at the time of writing). Issues reported by the Metro Vancouver
Discussion Paper included:




Deadheading inefficiencies.
Trip refusals by taxi drivers
Shortages at peak demand periods while neighbouring municipalities had more available taxis.

Broader Issues for British Columbia
Turning to broader British Columbia, there are additional issues for consideration:


Rural and Small Community Service. Smaller communities, including Aboriginal communities,
desire better service. Traditionally this has been expressed as a desire for more available taxi
service. These communities now also look to TNSs as a potential solution. This point was made
frequently by small community stakeholders during 2017/18 consultations on Modernizing Taxi
Regulation.



Replacement/Complement to Intercity Bus Service. Not everyone can afford a private vehicle.
For those in smaller communities, the availability of alternative transportation can be a
necessity to access everything from shopping to health care. The financial viability of inter-city
bus service to smaller communities has been a growing issue throughout Canada. For BC, the
recent withdrawal of Greyhound from the province has heightened this concern. Other smaller
private companies still remain. For example, on Vancouver Island, Tofino Bus runs from
Nanaimo to Tofino (https://tofinobus.com/) and a related company, Vancouver Island
Connector, runs from Victoria to Port Hardy. The provincial government has also initiated
alternative services for the more remote communities to replace the lost Greyhound service.
However communities feel under-served and are concerned about the future. They look
hopefully at TNSs to fill the gaps. TNS vehicles may offer a more flexible alternative, or the only
service, between some BC communities. To offer inter-city service, TNS operating areas would
need to permit longer range trips across municipal and regional boundaries.



Regional Airports and Economic Development. Tourism and business travel are economic
drivers for many parts of BC. BC’s regional airports, ranging from Victoria International Airport
to Abbotsford to Kelowna, all have spoken to the availability of TNS service as a potential
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solution to competing with destinations outside for tourist flights and the resulting traveller
expenditures in the region.
In the 2017/18 consultations on Modernizing Taxi Regulation, regional airports spoke strongly to
the emerging trend of integrated packages sold over the internet that included ground
transportation. The included ground transportation might be from the airport to a mountain
destination as in Kelowna, or transfer for business travellers to Vancouver transiting through
Abbotsford‘s airport to avoid the strained capacity and higher prices of Vancouver International
Airport. The airports looked hopefully to TNSs to provide the flexibility of supply that their fulltime taxi services could not. In addition, there was a focus on the technical sophistication and
marketing reach of international TNSs who could offer a consistent platform to trip package
integrators.
Other regional airports, such as Nanaimo or Prince George, may share the same concerns.

2 Can the TNS business model meet small community expectations?
The hopes of small communities for TNS service are based on the assumption that the lower operating
costs and flexibility of the TNS business model will provide solutions where traditional taxi service has
not. Is there a foundation that supports these expectations?
Factors that support these expectations include:


Ease of entry. A licensed TNS provides a pre-established framework where any individual in the
community who wishes to offer service can register via the internet and begin with very little
effort. All they need is their own vehicle and a smartphone. It is not necessary to purchase a taxi
licence share, or apply to start your own company, or equip your vehicle with a meter. This
means that those willing to provide service part-time, or for a short while may do so without
making the long term commitment required of taxis.
In urban areas, there is a high turnover of drivers, but the aggregate supply remains
dependable. For smaller communities, ease of entry may allow supply to come into being where
before it had been absent.
Note that ease of entry is affected by the license class required. Most jurisdictions outside BC
only require a regular driver license. This includes other Canadian provinces except Alberta,
where a commercial driver license is required. TNCs like Uber still operate in Alberta, but at
much reduced volume of activity.



Flexibility of work hours. Individuals driving a TNS vehicle may choose their own hours of work,
accommodating their other work and family needs. Farmers and their spouses can choose to
work according to weather and agricultural demands. Rural residents can offer rides to others
when they plan to go into town. Retired golfers can be on the links when the sun shines, and
drive when it rains and when more cars are needed. In areas where demand is low, drivers can
work in their kitchens with the cell phone logged in, and respond to calls as they arise.



Flexibility of Aggregate Supply. The floating price of TNSs is a key feature that ensures
availability. Price varies to balance supply and demand. When there is a shortage, price rises to
attract more drivers to that time slot, while at the same time encouraging passengers who are
able to move their trip to a time slot where there is less of a shortage.



Shared ride vs. Bus Service. Traditional bus service is cost effective when passenger volumes are
high. However, the challenge facing commercial intercity bus services today is low passenger
volumes. It is hard to offer a full schedule and still meet the minimum financial threshold for
number of passenger in each trip.
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TNSs have the potential to work more effectively with lower volumes. Although there are fewer
passengers per vehicle, there is the offsetting savings of lower overhead. In addition to a
avoiding the expense of a bus, there is less company overhead in terms of bus stop, ticketing
agents, scheduling staff, etc. A further advantage, especially in rural environments, is that the
TNS service can pick up the passenger at their home. The passenger doesn’t have to solve the
problem of getting to the bus stop. The lower passengers per vehicle combined with automatic
routing of pickups by the TNS software makes this possible.
It is important to note that the financial viability of a shared-ride multi-passenger inter-city
service is helped by integration of that service with local TNS service. Licensing a TNS service for
intercity shared ride alone would reduce financial viability. To be financially viable, the TNS
service must achieve enough vehicles on the road in an area so that one is likely to be close to
the caller. To ensure maximum availability in rural areas where both demand and supply may be
low, it is helpful to be able to combine multiple services to ensure one’s vehicles are busy, and
that there is enough in the combined fleet to provide good geographic coverage and reasonable
response time. The same logic also applies to integrating other services, such as food delivery.
While these factors offer the possibility of better small community service, they do not guarantee it. For
a practical example we turn to the experience of other jurisdictions.

3 Experience of Massachusetts
The US state of Massachusetts offers a unique opportunity to view the practical results for the case
where there were no TNS operating area restrictions within the State. Massachusetts also had not limit
to the number of TNS vehicles. Uniquely, the State of Massachusetts also publishes fairly detailed data
on TNS activity, including breakdowns by municipality throughout the state. This allows a rare
opportunity to see the practical results for a large geographic area representing more than one urban
centre.

Comparability of BC to Massachusetts.
Massachusetts is geographically similar to BC in that it has a coastal plain around Boston, combined with
hilly country in the central and western parts (including parts of the Appalachian Mountains). The hills,
combined with many lakes and river, divide the state and its many small communities. Urban
concentrations include Boston on the coast, and inland communities such as Springfield, Worcester, and
Lowell.
BC has a population of 4.6 million compared to 6.9 million for Massachusetts. As with most Canada/US
comparisons, the population density of Massachusetts is much higher. BC’s lower population is spread
over a land area more than ten times as large. However, the areas in Sothern BC outside of Metro, and
parts of Vancouver Island, may be considered of similar density to Massachusetts.
The higher population density of Massachusetts means that intercity bus service remains viable.
Greyhound, the dominant company, maintains approximately 52 bus stops serving the coast and interior
of which approximately six are bus stations.1 Competition by traditional inter-city buses is important
when interpreting the relative success of TNS multiple passenger shared-ride services in Massachusetts.
Another potential difference is the driver requirements for TNSs. At the time of writing, BC plans to
require a commercial driver licence (Class 4), although the legislative committee on TNSs recommended
1

https://locations.greyhound.com/us/massachusetts
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the more general Class 5 in its March 2019 report. Massachusetts requirements are the equivalent of
Class 5, the more commonly held licence, with some additional conditions. In addition to a regular
driver’s license, a Massachusetts TNS driver must be at least 21 years of age, and have one year’s driving
experience. Requiring the lower Class 5 means a much larger pool of available TNS drivers. The
difference is material because a large portion of TNS drivers are short-term. They are unlikely to go the
trouble of upgrading their license. Upgrading a licence to Class 4 requires trips to the licensing office for
a practical road test, plus a new written exam.

Massachusetts’ TNS Experience
Massachusetts regulated TNS companies in August of 2016. TNS companies are required to report on
each trip, including origin and destination GPS information. For the first full year of operation (2017), the
State reported a total of 64.8 million trips. The number of licensees is not reported, but media articles
suggest at least 70,000 active TNS drivers and vehicles as of 2018.2

Figure 1: Total TNS Trips by Municipality - Massachusetts 2017

Figure 2: Per Capita TNS Trips by Municipality - Massachusetts 2017

2

https://money.cnn.com/2017/04/05/technology/massachusetts-uber-lyft-background/index.html
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The 2017 data report provides some interesting detail. The total volume of rides is concentrated, as
expected, in urban areas (Figure 1).3 The dark blue is the Boston Metropolitan Area. Volume in the
interior is often low, less than 14 trips in that year for many rural municipalities. In contrast, even one
full time taxi has annual trips in the thousands. However, the low numbers may be a result of the early
stages of growth and slower consumer acceptance in these areas. Usage in municipalities throughout
the coastal plain is higher. Boston, at the centre of the coastal plain, had active service by Uber and
others prior to State regulation. Usage is also substantive in interior population centres around Hadley
and Amherst. Figure 2 shows the same data on a per capita basis.
To what extent do TNS trips cross municipal boundaries? Ideally we would like data on
origin/destination data by pairs of municipalities. However this data has not been released. The map
suggests that the greater Boston area is similar to Metro Vancouver, in that it is likely many trips cross
the municipal boundary of City of Boston from surrounding municipalities. Similarly, it appears likely
that the corridor around Highway 91, including Amherst and Hadley, also has a fair amount of cross
municipal border traffic.

Most trips are short
The average ride in Massachusetts last 15.4 minutes and is a distance of 4.5 miles at an average of 17.7
miles per hour. This average is heavily biased by the large volume of trips in downtown Boston. Half of
all municipalities had an average speed of 30 miles or higher. Looking at the average speed reported for
the inland western municipalities (Figure 3) we see that the slowest speeds are reported in the high
volume centres such as Amherst (dark orange) with higher speeds in the surrounding municipalities. This
suggests a pattern of using highways and major arterials to take relatively short trips to the closest
urban concentration. While these trips may cross municipal boundaries, they still suggest that most TNS
trips do not go that far. A trip from Hadley to Boston on the coast would likely be rare. One reason
would be expense. Although TNS trip may be cheaper than a taxi during the off-peak – they are still an
expensive choice over long distances for a single passenger.

Figure 3: Average speed of TNS ride by municipality – Western Massachusetts 2017
3

https://tnc.sites.digital.mass.gov/
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Inter City Bus Alternative: Multi-Passenger, Multi-Origin/Destination Trips
What about TNS trips involving more than one passenger? Our particular interest is passengers whose
trips are not directly related. They have separate origins and destinations, but consent to sharing the
trip to save money. Similar to a car pool, the software of the TNS groups those who consent to this
arrangement into a single car, charges them less, and routes the vehicle to efficiently pick up and drop
off passengers who share similar origins and destinations. The driver must also consent to offer this kind
of service. Unlike a carpool, no advance planning is required. The TNS software matches people
automatically as requests come in. This kind of service may be local in nature, but it is also a more
affordable model for longer distances between cities. Uber currently markets this service in selected
areas as UberPool. Lyft markets a similar service under LyftLine. The services differ on how the cost is
shared between participants. There are also other variations. For example, Uber is running pilots with
ExpressPool where passengers walk up to two blocks to connect with a central route, reducing the
amount of side trips and backtracking by the vehicle, and lowering the cost further for the passenger.
To date, offering of multi-passenger service in Massachusetts had been targeted towards commuters
around the Boston Metropolitan Area. For example UberPool began as an offering to and from Boston
to surrounding municipalities, with additional municipalities added in recent years.4 However, the
service does not presently extend inland to Western Massachusetts population centres. One reason for
this may be the continued viability of inter-city bus systems like Greyhound.

Takeaways from Massachusetts’ Experience
We may observe from Massachusetts’s initial experience that






Without operating area restrictions, TNS service will occur in smaller regional population
centres.
The degree and rate of acceptance in rural municipalities remains to be seen, but some does
occur. Initial trip volumes may be very small.
The large majority of trips appear to be short, even in smaller communities.
Pooled rideshare services connecting smaller communities to the major urban centres does not
automatically occur, although the example of Massachusetts’ limited activity is tempered by the
continued competition from Greyhound’s inter-city bus service.
Much of smaller communities’ TNS rideshare volume is centred around highway corridors.

4 Considerations for British Columbia
Before analyzing British Columbia’s situation, this section reviews the criteria by which the Passenger
Transportation Board is mandated to make its decisions, and summarizes the principal types of
stakeholders who are affected by the decision.
The section then discusses considerations that are unique to British Columbia. These include geography,
and the role licence share values in regions outside of Metro Vancouver.

4

https://www.uber.com/blog/boston/celebrating-one-year-of-uberpool-in-massachusetts/
https://www.blogarama.com/technology-blogs/323115-alvia-blog/28903196-uber-pool-boston
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Statutory Criteria and the Value of Taxi Licence Shares
All of the Board’s licensing decisions are guided by three criteria set by legislation:




public need for the service
the applicant being capable and “a fit and proper person”
Whether approval of the application would contribute to sound economic conditions in the
industry.

In setting operating area policy for TNSs, the key criteria are public need and sound economic
conditions.
As discussed at greater length in the Metro Vancouver Discussion Paper, one of the key concerns of
current taxi industry stakeholders is the impact on the private market value of taxi licence shares. A
licence share is the right to operate one taxi as a share of the licence granted by the Board to a taxi
company. For example, a company with a license to operate 100 taxis might be divide the right into 100
licence shares which the company sells or leases to individual operators. In highly urbanized areas, this
might be 200 licence shares, where each authorized taxi is divided into a day shift and a night shift. In
past years, these licence shares commanded high prices in urbanized areas, and were leased to drivers
for significant monthly payments, reportedly up to $5,000 per month in the City of Vancouver.
The increased competition from TNS competition will significantly reduce the value of these licence
shares. But, as discussed below, some value will likely remain. Protecting the remaining value will be of
great concern to many current industry stakeholders.

Relationship of Licence Share Value to Statutory Criteria
To summarize from the previous discussion paper, the PT Board is not required to consider the impact
on licence shares from the perspective of economic conditions of the industry.
To meet the requirement of sound economic conditions, the Board‘s decisions should allow companies
to earn a fair and reasonable return on their investment. By definition, the existence of licence-share
values indicates above normal rates of return to the investment, and the regulator’s duty to ensure the
opportunity for adequate rates of return is more than met. The Board is free to interpret the
requirement for sound economic conditions more broadly. However, the fundamental common law
requirement for sound economic conditions, that is fair and reasonable rates of return, is met without
generating a positive value for taxi licence shares.
Some regulators in other jurisdictions have occasionally chosen to take into account the financial impact
on licence shares based on a sense of fairness and equity, particularly to taxi drivers who may have
unwittingly bought into the industry at full price and face financial hardship over the sudden loss of
value. However this is a fairness concern, not necessarily related to sound economic conditions.

Impact on Licence Shares outside Metro Vancouver
The decline in the value of licence-shares after the entry of TNS is seen across other jurisdictions. The
amount of decline is related to the relative size of taxi dispatch trips versus taxi trips taken from hailing
on the street or at taxi stands (termed the street-hail market). Taxis typically retain the exclusive right to
pick up individuals on the street due to their stricter regulations on safety equipment, vehicle markings,
etc.
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In cities that are largely dispatch oriented, the increased number of vehicles added by TNSs drives the
value of a taxi licence to negligible levels. Taxis operating where street hail is a significant portion of
traffic have fared better, but still experienced dramatic declines. For example, Toronto has an active
street-hail taxi market. Toronto taxi plates have reportedly fallen in value from around $360,000 to
$30,000.5 New York has a very active street hail market. The value of a New York taxi medallion rose
from $25,000 in 1962 to over a million dollars in 2013.6 Following the introduction of Uber and Lyft,
prices declined significantly. As of 2018, medallion prices were reported to be around $160, 000.7
Of potential interest to the Board is how much licence-share value will be left after TNS entry. If the
remaining value is material, taxi industry stakeholders will want rules that protect what remains. If no
license-share value is left, then some issues become moot.
As a guide, we may examine the percentage of taxi fares that historically have come from street-hail (as
opposed to dispatch calls). Based on past submissions to the Board, the following examples are drawn
for different size municipalities in BC. To protect commercial confidentiality, companies are not
identified and smaller communities are not identified. Where possible, numbers are adjusted to exclude
meter activation where no passenger was loaded (no-loads) from the total.
Table 1: Proportion of Fares Coming from Street-Hail

Municipality/Community

Reported % of Trips by Sample Companies
Coming from Street-Hail
(Including taxi stands)

City of Vancouver

45% to 53%

Metro Vancouver Excluding City

22%

City of Victoria

23%

Smaller Community 1

5%

Smaller Community 2

10%

Smaller Community 3

11% to 13%

These numbers are largely as expected. City of Vancouver companies will retain the most of their licence
share value, in line with Toronto and New York examples. This will still be a large decline, but protecting
the remaining value will still be of significant concern to City of Vancouver taxi stakeholders. City of
Victoria and other Metro Vancouver taxi stakeholders will likely have much smaller values remaining,
both because they were worth a lower amount to begin with, and because of the lesser proportion of
fares coming from street hails. Other communities are very much dominated by dispatch volume, with
very little in street hails. For these companies, the remaining value of the taxi licence share will be
minimal.

5

https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2018/11/02/toronto-taxi-owners-sue-city-for-17-billion-over-arrival-of-uberlost-plate-value.html
6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taxi_medallion as of January 2019.
7
https://ny.curbed.com/2018/6/11/17450366/nyc-taxi-medallions-bankruptcy-auction
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We note that the shock of the decline in licence share value may be disproportionate for smaller
communities. During hearings held by the Board in 2018, there were anecdotes citing licence share
values on the order of $75,000 even for small communities. In part, these may have been linked to
companies managing their own supply, keeping a number of their licensed allotment off the road to
raise revenue per taxi for the remainder. This approach is only possible in a protected market, and such
protection will disappear in the face of significant TNS competition.
From the perspective of setting operating areas within the post-TNS-entry regime, the decline of licence
share-values in smaller communities to close to nil means there will be little further negative impact from
any merging of taxi zones of smaller communities. Similarly, there will be less incremental impact on
decisions whether or not to allow TNS firms a wide operating area. However, taxi stakeholders in Metro
Vancouver and Victoria will still have some value to lose or protect, and will be affected by Board
decisions on operating areas for TNSs.

BC Geography, Bus Alternatives, and Regional Airports
If the Board wishes to set TNS operating areas as less than the full province, then there are a number of
geographic considerations.
First, it is preferable that an operating area should large enough to capture most of passenger trips
within its borders. This avoids the inefficiency of deadheading and the customer service issues touched
upon earlier. For BC, it is immediately apparent that Vancouver Island is an entity that can be separated
from the rest of BC as a licensed operating area. Very few passengers would find it worthwhile to book a
TNS vehicle and pay for its ferry passage to or from the mainland. Time charges and the ferry fee itself
would be costly.
Within Vancouver Island, there is the question of the Malahat. The Malahat is the sparsely populated
region separating the Capital District from the rest of the Island. The stretch of Highway 1 connecting
the rest of the Island to the Capital District is also commonly termed the Malahat.

The Malahat and Victoria License-Share Values
If one wished to subdivide the TNS licensed operating areas of Vancouver Island, the Malahat is one
logical place to do it. Is there a reason to consider this possibility?
One reason might be to protect the remaining licence share values of Victoria taxi operators. This
consideration depends on whether the numbers of TNS vehicles are to be limited or unlimited. If there
are no limits to TNS vehicles, it makes little difference to Victoria taxis whether they face unlimited TNS
competition from within the Capital District, or from across the Island as a whole.
On the other hand, if there are to be limits to the number of TNS vehicles, then an operating area limit
across the Malahat might offer some protection. However, to be truly effective, this also implies
imposing limits and operating area restrictions within the Capital District, since any value of taxi licence
shares would be concentrated only in the City of Victoria. Limiting operating areas of TNS to the same
historical limits as taxi operating areas would have add to the existing efficiency costs of deadheading
within the Capital District that exists with taxis.

Bus Alternatives and Pooled TNS Service on the Island
On Vancouver Island, those with private cars can travel between communities using Highway 1, the
Inland Highway (19) and Route 4. These highways may also make a potential corridor for TNS service
such as a pooled ride for multiple passengers, as described earlier. Such services would effectively
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provide an alternative to bus service that could potentially reach into the smaller communities at a
distance from the main highways.
Financial viability of a pooled ride service up and down the island would be enhanced by possible Board
policies on operating areas:


Allowing pooled TNS operations an operating area that includes Victoria, since many inter-city
trips from other parts of the island will want to go there (and return).



Allowing TNS operations with pooled service operations to also provide regular TNS service
across the Island. As noted earlier, a TNS is unlikely to achieve enough service density to support
itself if its vehicles cannot also take regular calls. Similarly, a TNS pool driver who is asked to go
to Victoria needs to be assured of the ability to fill their time productively while waiting for a
pooled ride assignment back up-island.

We also note, from Massachusetts experience in its mountainous western district, that service along
highway corridors are more likely to generate TNS volume within and between smaller communities.

Island Airports and TNS Operating Areas
During Modernizing Taxi Regulation consultations in 2017/18, Victoria International Airport counted
itself with regional airports in its desire to have TNS service to meet anticipated growth in packaged
tours booked via internet. As outlined earlier, the flexible supplementary supply would allow package
tour operators to include the needed ground transport component to package tours without detracting
from the airport’s taxi fleet.
For Victoria airport, the potential packages driving new passenger volume include destinations across
Vancouver Island. This need would be best served with TNS operating areas that permitted the vehicles
to move freely across Vancouver Island. The same might be said for Nanaimo airport, which has been
experiencing rapid growth in passenger volumes.
As with other examples, the efficiency of such service is enhanced if the TNS vehicles can provide regular
service when not engaged in meeting package tour demand.

Abbotsford International Airport and Metro Vancouver
Turning to the mainland, one potential issue is TNS service between Abbotsford International Airport
and Metro Vancouver. As with other airports the flexible capacity and internet integration of TNS firms
is part of their vision for increased airport trip volume, and associated economic development from the
dollars that travellers spend in the region.
In the case of Abbotsford Airport, a key destination is Vancouver and surrounding municipalities. The
airport is developing as an alternative to Vancouver International Airport, providing relief capacity for
the region and a less expensive alternative to travellers. However, Abbotsford and its airport are not
part of Metro Vancouver. Any operating boundary that prevented TNS service to Metro Vancouver, or
required deadheading to return to Abbotsford, would reduce the competitive vision that Abbotsford
Airport has for its future.
Again, consideration of this issue depends on whether the numbers of TNS vehicles are restricted or
open, and whether the Board wishes to protect remaining taxi license-share values in Metro Vancouver.
If there is no restriction on TNS vehicle numbers, then it there is little difference to Vancouver taxi
licence share values if the unrestricted competition comes from inside or outside Metro. Alternatively if
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the board wishes to protect Metro taxi licence share values by restricting the supply of TNS vehicles in
Metro Vancouver, then allowing Abbotsford TNS vehicles free access to Vancouver would defeat this
purpose.

Other Mainland Considerations
Outside of Metro Vancouver, there may be little to lose in allowing free movement of TNS vehicles
between mainland municipalities. The taxi license-shares are likely to decline to a minimal value in all
these municipalities, removing any concern about protecting one municipality’s licensees from entry by
vehicles from other municipalities. We also see from the experience of Massachusetts that most TNS
traffic will likely be short trips in each area. These short-trips may cross municipal boundaries as
individuals seek goods and services from the nearest urban centre that has them.
At the same time, there may be potential gains in encouraging the growth of TNS service that
municipalities and Aboriginal communities anticipate. We can see from the early experience of inland
Massachusetts that initial development can be slow, even without any operating area restrictions. It also
appears that development involves passengers desiring to cross municipal borders of rural areas to
reach the nearest significant urban area. Regional airports in BC also want access to TNS service that can
reach tourist destinations in other BC municipalities, with the attendant economic development benefits
of increased tourism.
The key question, again, is access to Metro Vancouver and the City of Vancouver. If the Board wishes to
protect licence share value beyond the natural amount accruing to the monopoly on street hails, it
would have to limit TNS vehicles within Metro, and limit access by TNS vehicles from other parts of BC.
In the context unlimited TNS vehicles, the issue is moot and may be set aside.

5 Practical Considerations in Limiting the Number of TNS Licenses
From the above, it is apparent that the decision whether to limit operating areas and the decision to
limit the number of TNS vehicles are linked. The topic of limiting TNS vehicles is outside the scope of this
paper. However we may note some practical considerations affecting the decision.

The Number of TNS Vehicles Required to Meet Demand May be Large
If the Board decides to limit the number of TNS vehicles in the province, or for any operating area, then
it will have to determine a number. Estimating and explaining an appropriate number may be
challenging.
As of January 2019, 3,910 taxis were permitted to operate in BC.8 In comparison, there were
approximately 67,000 TNS vehicles licensed for the City of Toronto alone, and Massachusetts had an
estimated 70,000 active TNS drivers (with an unknown additional number of inactive drivers with valid
TNS licences). 910
The gap in magnitude between taxi numbers and TNS numbers may surprise those unfamiliar with the
differences between the two services. A taxi is typically full-time, even double shifted in large cities.
Most TNS drivers are part-time. Since the TNS driver uses their own vehicle, it takes more TNS vehicles
8

Based on PT Board licenses issued to taxi companies. Not all authorizations may be linked to an active taxi on the
road.
9
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/uber-lyft-bylaw-consultations-1.4827565
10
https://money.cnn.com/2017/04/05/technology/massachusetts-uber-lyft-background/index.html
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to match the capacity of one 7x24 taxi. This introduces one multiplier that explains the difference. A
further multiplier comes from the high turnover in TNS drivers. Many drive for only a few months.
However, they may be counted for a full year until any renewal fee is not paid. Thus at any given
moment, there will be many more TNS vehicles on the books than actually offering service. It is not easy
for a TNS company to know when a driver has become inactive permanently, or is just taking a break.
These multipliers chain together to make a very large number compared to the equivalent capacity of a
full time taxi. Consider this rough example:


Many TNS drivers drive 10 to 20 hours a week, each in their own vehicle. In contrast, a
Vancouver taxi operates 7x24 with multiple drivers. Thus it takes 16 to 32 TNS vehicles to match
the capacity of one 24-hour taxi.



There is the high turnover among TNS drivers. For example, if the average involvement of a TNS
driver is two months, and if records tended to carry inactive drivers for a full year – then we
might see six registered drivers for every active TNS driver.



Putting these numbers together, it might take 16x6, or 96 registered TNS vehicles to match the
capacity of one taxi.

This example is fictional, but explains the large numbers of TNS vehicles we see for other jurisdictions.
Estimating an accurate number for BC operating areas will be challenging. From the example, any
accurate number will also involve orders of magnitude more TNS vehicles, and create a communications
challenge in explaining the differences.

Can other Units Be Used to Control Supply, Instead of Vehicle Numbers?
An alternative to vehicle numbers is to limit TNS supply with other units. One example is the approach of
the previous Quebec government. The Quebec pilot project with Uber sought to protect taxis by limiting
TNS supply. The eventual agreement was phrased in terms of vehicle operating hours, rather than
vehicles.
Measuring vehicle hours a car is booked online fairly easy for a TNS company, and focusses on the active
supply. However, there is an obvious problem. What happens when the allotted number of hours is
used up? Does the TNS suddenly withdraw all service (perhaps just before the Christmas rush)? The
attendant inconvenience and publicity poses risks for both the TNS and the regulator.
Although phrased in terms of vehicle hours, the final Quebec pilot agreement instead set a sliding scale
of fee per trip, so that the TNS paid a higher fee per trip for volume that exceed the expected volume. In
effect, the agreement was not an operating hours agreement, but a flexible supply arrangement
managed through per-trip fees.
The Quebec pilot example shows the difficulty in setting a rigid limit in TNS supply that does not leave
TNS vehicles flexibility to continue to work.
In the case of BC, we note the new legislation places the level of fees per trip in the hands of Cabinet,
not the PT Board. This means it is not available as an alternative for the Board to manage TNS supply.
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6 Policy Options for TNS Operating Areas
Looking at the province as a whole, we may define three broad policy options for TNS operating areas.
A. TNS operating areas match current taxi operating areas. This replicates the current taxi regime
for TNSs. For example, a TNS licensed for the City of Victoria would have the same operating
area as Victoria taxis.
B. Separate TNs operating areas for selected areas only. For example, the Board might desire to
set separate conditions for Metro Vancouver and/or the Capital District.
C. A single TNS operating area for the whole province. This is the choice made by Massachusetts
and now Quebec. It is also the choice of most municipalities, who choose not to sub-divide their
jurisdiction. However, the decision of some states and provinces to delegate TNS responsibility
to municipalities (Ontario, Manitoba) might also be viewed as a decision to set operating areas
corresponding to each municipality (i.e. Option A above).
These options are analyzed below according to the statutory criteria of public need and sound economic
conditions of the industry. Analysis is summarized at the end in Table 2. Analysis is intended to be
consistent with a similar table in the Metro Vancouver Discussion Paper (Table 4 of that paper). However
the layout of the two tables differs in two ways:


The Metro Vancouver Discussion Paper also discussed options for changing taxi operating areas.
This paper assumes current taxi operating areas are maintained in order to focus on the issues
around TNS operating areas.



The Metro Vancouver Discussion Paper introduced the broader context of how TNSs operate,
and their implications. This paper builds on that discussion and does not repeat observations
regarding the increased level of service to passengers that are provided in the earlier paper.

Treatment of Supply Restrictions
In the text below, initial analysis for each legislative criterion assumes that there is no supply restriction
on TNS service (e.g. no limit on vehicles or operating hours). This is followed by analysis of differences if
supply restrictions are implemented for TNSs.

6.1 Impact of Options on Public Need
Deadheading. A core issue of setting operating area boundaries is to minimize the amount of
deadheading and accompanying frequency of trip refusals. Since TNSs are not allowed to pick up on the
street, trip refusals are not as obvious as a taxi driver refusing to take a passenger where they want to
go. However, TNS drivers may refuse to accept trips offered by the TNS app. If many drivers do this, the
app may simply report unavailability for that destination. Where there are systematic issues with certain
kinds of trips at certain times, the app may simply block that kind of tri as a general rule. This is the same
entitlement as taxi dispatch services have. It is only street-hail taxis who do not have the right to refuse.
Option A replicates the present taxi boundaries, which have arguably fallen behind economic integration
in Metro Vancouver, the Capital District, and perhaps in other areas. Known issues of deadheading
would be replicated in the TNS system, although trip refusals would be less visible to the passenger,
service issues would none-the-less arise. Alternatively, TNSs would simply raise prices for certain
destinations in order to compensate drivers for the inefficiency.
The problem of deadheading becomes less the bigger the operating area. Thus Option B has less
deadheading by using broader boundaries, and Option C has the least deadheading by treating the
province as one area.
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Extension of TNS service to the most municipalities. The smaller the operating areas, the greater the
likelihood that TNS service will focus only on the most profitable urban areas. The rest might be left for
later or never. Operating area borders mean that the critical volume to support service must be built
separately in each operating area, rather than allowing an expanding fleet to serve more and more of
the surrounding municipalities. This can mean that some rural municipalities never get served. For the
most restrictive Option A, it can even mean that municipalities within Metro Vancouver may not be
served (see Metro Vancouver Discussion Paper). The greatest and fastest likelihood of service to small
and rural communities comes from Option C, a single operating area for the province. Even that is no
guarantee, as per the low volumes reported in the first years for inland areas of Massachusetts. Option
B does better than Option C under this criterion. However Option B suffers from new TNS fleets being
unable to use the volumes in Victoria and Metro Vancouver as a springboard for extending service to
neighbouring parts of BC.
Intercity Pooled Service (alternative to Intercity Bus Service). Smaller BC communities are hopeful that
TNSs can provide cost-effective intercity service to replace absent inter-city bus service. These pooled
rides, discussed earlier, do best when integrated with regular service, and when they are free to move
across municipal boundaries to provide the service. Conditions for offering this service are most
favourable when the province is a single operating area (Option C). Option B is less favourable since it
either prevents TNS pool vehicles from including Victoria or Metro in their runs, or requires those
pooled vehicles to deadhead after they reach the major urban city. Option A is the least favourable since
limitation to municipal boundaries effectively forbids the offering of inter-city service by TNSs.
Regional Airports and Destination Competitiveness. As discussed earlier, regional airports see a future
where they are competing as a destination with other airports in Canada and the world. Part of this
future competitiveness is to make it easy for international tour packagers to automate the inclusion of
ground transport in their packages via internet transactions. They want the flexible and internet
integrated supply of TNSs to be available for this purpose. Benefits accrue not just to the airport, but to
BC as a whole through increased traveller volume and spending. Having one provincial operating area
(Option C) is the most favourable to this vision. Option B is less favourable since it reduces access of
Abbotsford Airport to Metro Vancouver, and Victoria Airport to destinations up-island. Option C is the
least favourable.
Differences for Public Need if there are TNS supply restrictions. For Options A and B, supply restrictions
will make themselves felt in higher prices to passengers. The TNS business model relies on using flexible
pricing to ensure that demand and supply stay in balance. Thus a restricted supply means higher prices
to passengers. The higher prices will be felt most in peak demand periods such as weekends and
holidays, when demand is highest. TNS supply restrictions work differently when the province is a single
operating area (Option C). In that case, there will be a tendency for TNSs to allocate their limited supply
to the more profitable urban markets first. Rather than seeing higher prices, part of the supply
restriction may be felt by lower supply or lack of service in less populous regions of BC. The same
priority allocation to high profit areas will also mean a lower likelihood of intercity pooled ride service.
Thus Option C offers the greatest possibility of pooled ride service if TNS are not restricted, but a much
lower likelihood if TNS supply is restricted.

6.2 Impact of Options on Sound Economic Conditions of the Industry
Industry as a Whole. The industry is more efficient the less dead-heading occurs. Thus a single operating
area for the province (Option C) is the most favourable to efficiency. Similarly TNS volume and the
volume of the vehicle-for-hire industry as a whole is greatest under Option C where TNS volumes are
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allowed to build from urban areas to extend service into less populated areas. Option B is less
favourable to these considerations, and Option A the least.
TNS stakeholders. TNS stakeholders gain in all scenarios from the opening of the industry, however the
gain the most where the highest market development takes place – Option C – one operating area for
the whole province. Options B and A have less benefits.
Taxi Drivers and TNS drivers. Drivers too benefit, both TNS drivers and drivers of traditional taxis. As
detailed in the Metro Vancouver Discussion paper, TNS driving opens opportunities to new types of
drivers, and broadens the choice of the majority of taxi drivers which does not have a stake in taxi
licence share values. The broader choice also improves the working conditions of these taxi drivers by
inducing competition to keep them in the taxi industry.
Taxi Licence Share Holders and Lease Holders. If there are no TNS supply restrictions, then the impact
on taxi licence share values is the same across policy options: the introduction of TNS competition
reduces the value of license-shares to the value of the exclusive right by taxis to pick up street-hails.
There will be some value left in Victoria and Metro taxi licenses, where there are a high number of
street-hails. The highest value will be left with City of Vancouver taxi licenses, and negligible value left in
the balance of the province. The choice of A, B, or C does not affect this result since there is no limit to
competition for the dispatch market from TNSs in any case.
Differences for Industry Stakeholders if there are TNS supply restrictions. For the industry, the
principal impact of introducing supply restrictions is to open the possibility that taxi licence shares might
be protected and retain more value than the base value determined by the size of the street-hail
market. Under Option A, the separate operating area for the City of Vancouver might restrict TNS
capacity to the point where more of taxi licence share value would be retained. Similar is likely for taxi
operating areas in the rest of Metro Vancouver and in Victoria. Under Option B, the fate of Vancouver
taxi licence share holders would be pooled with other Metro taxi licensees, but tight enough restrictions
on TNSs would potentially retain more of the value of taxi licence shares. Under Option C – the dynamics
are slightly different. Even if TNSs are limited in their total capacity, they will allocate their available
capacity to the most profitable urban markets, leaving taxi licence shares only at their base level. Any
additional protection for taxi license-share holders under any scenario is achieved at the expense of
higher TNS prices and less service to passengers, as discussed under Public Interest.
The above analysis is summarized in Table 2 (next page).

6.3 More Complex Policy Options
The above analysis was intended to cover the principal issues and options for TNS operating areas. More
complex policy options are possible. For example, the Board may wish to achieve service objectives by
incorporating service requirements into the license, such as requiring a TNS to provide pooled inter-city
service as a condition of a broader license.
These policy innovations require careful considerations of the degree to which they are compatible with
the TNS business model. For example, it is difficult for the TNSs or the taxi company to make a driver
answer a call, especially if it is far away from the driver’s current location. The TNS regulates this
through higher prices to attract enough drivers to serve an area, but their model can break down if
there are not enough interested drivers in a rural area at all times of day. Some discussion of this issue
can be found in the Metro Vancouver Discussion Paper under “Duty to Serve a Specific Area for Selected
Licensees” (approx. page 15).
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Table 2: Policy Options for TNS Operating Areas
PT Board Legislated
Criteria

Public Need

Industry
as a
whole

Sound
Economic
Conditions
of
Industry

TNS
Stakeholders

Taxi
Stakeholders

A
TNS Operating Areas Match
Taxi Operating Areas
*Trip refusals experienced by
taxi passengers replicated in
TNSs (although less visible to
passengers, may appear as no
service available).
*Higher TNS prices to
passengers to cover
deadheading inefficiencies.
*Some municipalities may not
be served.
*Rural TNs service will be slower
to start and may not start at all
in some areas.
*Intercity pooled ride service
(bus alternative) not allowed.
*Regional airport
competitiveness as destination
curtailed. Ground transport
packages cannot serve regional
attractions outside municipality.
Loss of associated traveller
spending and economic
development.
If TNS supply restricted:
*Higher TNS prices, particularly
at peak hours and holidays, in
order to reduce passenger
demand to available supply.
*Less service to outlying areas
of each municipality.
*Efficiency losses from
unnecessary deadheading
continue.

*TNS companies acquire new
business in BC.
*New types of drivers gain
opportunity as TNS drivers.
Opportunities concentrated in
highly urban municipalities.
*Licence-share holders have
value reduced according to
proportion of street-hail
passengers.
*Taxi drivers have wider choice
of employment options.
If TNS supply restricted:
*Taxi license-share holders have
opportunity to protect a higher
amount of license-share value.

B
Separate TNS Operating Areas
for Selected Areas Only (e.g.
Metro Vancouver and Capital)
*Fewer trip refusals or
unavailability by TNSs.
*Lower TNS prices for given trip.
*More municipalities may be
served, including more rural and
sparsely populated areas.
*Intercity pooled ride service
(bus alternative) now possible,
but limited by lack of access to
big destinations.
*Abbotsford and Victoria airport
competitiveness as destination
restricted by lack of access to
Vancouver/Island. Loss of
associated traveller spending
and economic benefits.
If TNS supply restricted:
*Higher TNS prices in restricted
areas, particularly at peak hours
and holidays, in order to reduce
passenger demand to available
supply.
*Less service to outlying areas
near the borders of each
operating area.

*More efficient, less
deadheading.
*Increased size of sector overall,
more vehicles and passengers.
*TNS companies acquire more
business in BC.
*New types of drivers gain
opportunity as TNS drivers, with
broader participation across
regions.
*Licence-share holders have
value reduced according to
proportion of street-hail
passengers.
*Taxi drivers have wider choice
of employment options.
If TNS supply restricted:
*Taxi license-share holders have
opportunity to protect a higher
amount of license-share value,
but City of Vancouver and City
of Victoria gain less.
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C
Single TNS Operating Area for
Whole Province
*Least trip refusals. TNS drivers
may still be unwilling to take
some trips.
*Lowest TNS prices for given trip.
* Most municipalities served and
quicker development of these
services.
*Greatest likelihood of intercity
pooled ride service (bus
alternative).
*Best for regional airport
destination competitiveness, and
attendant economic
development.
If TNS supply restricted:
*Less service to less urban
municipalities as TNSs allocate
their restricted capacity to the
most profitable areas.
*Intercity pooled ride service
now unlikely as restricted
capacity allocated to more
profitable single passenger
urbanized areas.

*Most efficient, least
deadheading.
*Biggest increase in size of
sector, more vehicles and
passengers.
*TNS companies most new
business in BC
*New types of drivers gain
opportunity as TNS drivers, with
broadest participation across
regions.
*Licence-share holders have
value reduced according to
proportion of street-hail
passengers.
*Taxi drivers have wider choice
of employment options.
If TNS supply restricted:
*No opportunity to protect a
higher amount of license-share
value than the value of the
remaining exclusive right to
street hails.

